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NEPAL TEA - RISING TO NEW HEIGHTS

A

sliver of golden sun lights up the horizon as the brightly-clad workers move through the tea fields,
their large baskets suspended behind them from colorful headbands that balance neatly on their
heads. As the sun welcomes them, they pluck the tea leaves, their graceful movements showing their

deep connection with their work and their land. Tea is more than a commodity in Nepal; it is a way of life.
The green leaves from this farm will be combined with the leaves from many other farms and transported to
a factory for processing. The majority of tea grown in Nepal comes from small farms, most under 3 acres.
For many years, the leaves were sent over the border into India to be processed and sold as part of
Darjeeling tea lots. It was only in the latter part of the 20th century that tea picked in the fields of Nepal was
sold under its own country’s name. But, why is this so and how did the tea plant originally come to Nepal?
PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 49.
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I

n 1873, a colonel by the name of Gajraj
Singh Thapa, the son-in-law of Nepal’s prime
minister, traveled over the eastern border to
Darjeeling, India. While he was there, he toured
the tea fields. Everywhere he went, he was
offered a cup of tea. He fell in love with this
new Indian beverage made from the leaves of
the young Darjeeling plants. When he returned
to Nepal, he wanted to recreate this pleasurable
experience for his own people. With young tea
saplings that were gifted to his father-in-law
from the Chinese government, he set up the
Ilam Tea Estate, followed two years later by
the Soktim Tea Estate, both located in the Ilam
district in eastern Nepal. To this day, a signpost
stands on the Ilam Estate, acknowledging the
birth of the Nepali tea industry to Thapa.
How tea came to Nepal is an interesting
juxtaposition of historical events. Robert Fortune,
a Scottish botanist working for the British East
India Company, disguised himself as a Chinese
merchant to gain access to forbidden areas
of China, mainly remote sections of Fujian,
Guangdong and Jiangsu provinces. From 1848-51,
Fortune secreted over twenty thousand tea
plants and seeds out of China and shipped them
to Darjeeling, India. Unfortunately, many of these
plants did not survive in Darjeeling; however,
the Chinese tea workers who were also illegally
smuggled out of China would prove instrumental
in helping to establish what would become a
flourishing tea industry in Darjeeling. It was the
tea processed from this eventual success that
inspired Thapa to bring tea to Nepal. Rather than
having to smuggle tea plants into Nepal, Nepal’s
prime minister received them as a gift from China.
Legends and ancient texts that mention Nepal
date back to the 30th century BC. Local stories
tell of a Hindu sage named "Ne" who protected
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the valley of Kathmandu in prehistoric times.
Considered the “crossroads of ancient civilizations,”
the valley lies at the heart of Nepal and is
now its most populated area. The word “pala”
means place in the sacred language of Pali,
which is found in Hindu and Buddhist religious
texts. The founder of Buddhism, Buddha
Shakyamuni, was born a royal prince in 624 BC
in an area that is now part of southern Nepal.
When the first tea plants were sending out shoots
in Nepal, the country was under the governance of
an autocracy called the Rana Dynasty. Their reign
and policies resulted in the country’s isolation
from the rest of the world. Unlike the successful
growth of the nearby Darjeeling tea industry
under British colonial rule, the young Nepali tea
industry failed to modernize and thrive.
The first shift occurred in the 1950s when a
new constitution for a democratic system was
written. Nepal opened up to the world and its
underdeveloped tea industry was given new life
from outside investments. Soon thereafter, the
Nepal Tea Development Corporation (NTDC) was
formed to aid in the revival. In 1978, the first tea
processing factory was opened, enabling Nepali
tea leaves to be processed in the country, rather
than being sold to factories in Darjeeling. Over
the next twenty years, the NTDC encouraged
and helped small farmers to grow tea as a cash
crop. To this day, these “smallholders” make up
a large percentage of tea growers in Nepal.
With the National Tea and Coffee
Development Board Act of 1992 acting as a
catalyst, the turn of the century saw a National
Tea Policy 2000 adopted by the government
of Nepal. Private interests came to dominate
what was once a government-run industry.
Orthodox tea producers joined together and
created the Code of Conduct to help them
improve the quality and marketing of their
tea: respect towards nature, respect towards
humans, respect towards the production system,
and respect towards quality. Tea has played a
significant role in improving the quality of life
for the people of Nepal.
When viewing Nepal on a map, its shape
appears as a long, slightly curved rectangle,
approximately 500 miles long by 124 miles
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wide. (See map on right.) Located in South Asia,
it is landlocked on three sides by India with
China on its northern border. Three distinct
geographical areas run east-west in the country.
Bordering India to the south is Terai, a lowland
region containing some hills. The mid-region
known as Pahad, with elevations from 2,625 to
13,123 feet, is mountainous but does not usually
contain snow. The northernmost region, Himal,
contains the highest elevations in the world,
including Sagarmatha, or Mount Everest, at an
altitude of 29,029 feet above sea level.
Located in eastern Nepal, the Ilam district
stretches across two geographical belts, the
lowland region of Terai and the upper hilly
region of Pahad. Carrying on the legacy of the
first tea estates set up there, Ilam is the major tea
producer in Nepal today. Its name is a joining of
two words from the Limbu language: “I” meaning
“winding” and “Lam” meaning “the way.”
Upton Tea Imports has been selling tea from
Nepal for over 20 years. Our selection has grown
from a modest two teas offered back in the early 90s
to eleven Nepal teas offered now, including eight
new teas from the 2018 season. You may find our
Nepal tea section on pages 16-17 in this quarterly.
One of our tea partners recently shared, “It
is good timing to showcase Nepal, the land of
the mighty Himalayas…their teas have come a
long way. I have been in love with Nepal teas for
a long time. My first trip there was in 1985…I got
taken in by the beautiful lush landscape of the
high-grown tea gardens of Nepal, which were
so similar to Darjeeling. I recall those early days
with great passion. The future is very promising
for them…there is still a lot more potential to
be nurtured. I wish them well and hope they go
from strength to strength in the years to come…”
We are excited to introduce eight teas from the
2018 season in Nepal. Our first set of teas comes
from four premier estates in the Ilam district. They
all exhibit character similar to a Darjeeling tea.
Sitting on the eastern Sakhejung Hill Range
of Ilam district, at elevations of 3,000-5,400
feet, the Sakhira Estate was founded in 2000
by a quality-conscious group of farmers. Their
goal is to produce specialty loose leaf teas to
share with the world. We are excited to offer an
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SFTGFOP Cl. Tippy black tea from this estate
(TM25). With a generous amount of silver tips,
the well-made, olive green leaves have a fresh
aroma. Steeping the leaves for 3 minutes in
boiling point (212F) water, the infusion (wet
leaf aroma) is slightly vegetal with a suggestion
of fruity sweetness. The sparkling amber gold
liquor exhibits an herbaceous fragrance with an
undertone of flowers. The floral notes bloom in
the smooth cup, with a liveliness that plays at
the edges of your palate, ending on a crisp, clean
note. This tea has a first flush flavor profile.
Located at an altitude of 4,200 feet, the small
village of Jitpur is home to the Mist Valley Estate.
The gardens on this estate were first planted in
1988 but did not see a measurable harvest until
2004. Since then, they have been producing high
quality teas and processing them in their own
facility on-site. Our offering from the Mist Valley
Estate (TM95) is a broken-leaf black tea with
the leaf nomenclature TGBOP1. In hues ranging
from light to dark brown, the small, neatly-made
leaves have a sprinkling of silver tips. Steeping
the leaves for 1 1/2 minutes in boiling point (212F)
water produces a golden amber liquor with a
light, fresh aroma. A vegetal hint may be found
in the infusion. The flavor is rich with floral notes
and a sweet, lingering finish.
The largest organic tea garden in Nepal,
Shangri-La Estate, was founded in 1999. With
elevations climbing to 5,000 feet, they are also
one of the highest estates in the Ilam district.
They work together with over 600 small farmers,
conducting education programs on organic
farming practices as well as social programs that
benefit their local community. Our black tea
selection from the Shangri-La Estate (TM91) is a
beautiful mix of dark brown leaves with flecks of
small green leaves and silver tips, an FTGFOP1 Cl.
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leaf style. A 3-minute steep in boiling point (212F)
water results in a rich golden liquor with a sweet
floral aroma, hinting of almond. The wet leaf
aroma (infusion) reveals notes of stone fruit. The
cup has a first flush profile, with notes of flowers
complemented by hints of fruit and almonds.
Having a long history of working with small
farmers on organic practices and raising cows,
the Gorkha Estate sits very close to Darjeeling,
only five miles away. With elevations averaging
4,500 feet, their business model is diversegrowing tea in their own fields as well as
purchasing green leaf from local farmers and
processing it all in their own factory. Our
black tea offering from the Gorkha Estate
(TM55) displays russet brown leaves and
silver tips, an SFTGFOP Cl. Tippy leaf style. A
golden amber liquor is produced from a
3-minute steep in boiling point (212F) water.
The aroma is rich and fragrant with notes of
peach. This note is also prominent in the cup,
lingering long into the finish. The infusion
has the aroma of dark grapes.
The next set of teas was grown by a group
of small farmers in the Jasbirey community, a
small village set in the rolling hills of Ilam, with
elevations of 4,000-6,000 feet. Each self-employed
farm family plucks their own leaves, giving
them a deep connection with all they produce.
This remote land is home to a bio-diverse
environment that provides a home for many
endangered species of wild flora and fauna.
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refreshing pungency hit the palate in the finish.
Our next selection, called Nepal Golden Tips
(TM02), consists of large, golden tips, neatly
twisted. The small downy hairs may be seen
when you look closely at the dry tips. A rich
amber liquor is produced from a 3-minute steep
in boiling point (212F) water. A warm toasty/
cocoa aroma is highlighted by a suggestion of
red wine in both the cup and infusion. Notes of
malt and cocoa create a thick, velvety smooth
mouth feel that lingers into the finish.
Nepal Golden Black Snail (TM03) is our third
selection of this unique group of teas. It is so named
for its loosely rolled spiral-shaped, golden-tipped
leaves. A 4-minute steep in boiling point (212F)
water results in a dark amber liquor with a semisweet cocoa aroma. This cocoa quality is also
evident in the infusion as well as the flavor. Hints
of red wine play at the edges of a thick, rich mouth
feel, creating a smooth, satisfying cup. Those who
love the cocoa notes found in our Yunnan Black
Snail (ZY07), joined with the clean, crisp character
of a Nepal tea, will enjoy sampling this tea.
Nepal Green Tea (TM04) completes our
high-quality offerings from the 2018 harvest in
Nepal. Large, twisted leaves in shades of olive
green produce a pale gold liquor redolent with a
toasty/nutty aroma. The infusion exhibits a sweet
vegetal fragrance. The smooth cup is rich and
flavorful with a lively mouth feel and lingering
hints of fruit and nuts. This tea is a great choice
for those seeking a less vegetal green tea.

“I have been enjoying teas from Nepal for over twenty years. I love their wide
range of aromas and flavors. From crisp floral to rich fruity to warm cocoa, there
is a tea to satisfy a variety of preferences. I turn to the lighter first flush teas in the
warmer months. In the winter, I choose the rich, full-bodied selections to warm up. I
encourage you to experiment and discover your favorite Nepal teas.”
An abundance of large, silver tips contrasted
against twisted, dark brown leaves distinguishes
our first selection of these fine teas, called
Himalayan Imperial Black (TM01). A 3-minute
steep in boiling point (212F) water produces a light
golden liquor with a pronounced cocoa aroma.
The infusion exudes a warm toasty fragrance.
A caramel-like sweetness introduces a smooth
cup with light floral notes. A fruity hint and
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At Upton Tea Imports, we are committed to
introducing you to the highest quality teas from
around the world, bringing your tea knowledge
to new heights. From the small gardens of Nepal
to your cup, a tea story begins. We leave you,
our valued customers, with a traditional Nepali
greeting, a good-bye or a way of saying thank you –
				

Namaste.
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